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Abstract—This paper presents a new torque control function for 

torque ripple reduction in switched reluctance drives. The 

approach is based on the maximum utilization of available dc link 

voltage, extending the zero torque-ripple speed range. The 

approach is suitable for switched reluctance machines with any 

number of phases and stator/rotor poles. Soft switching control is 

deployed, which reduces switching losses. At any instant, only one 

phase current is controlled, significantly reducing the control 

complexity. Simulations are carried out on a four-phase 8/6, 4kW 

SRM in MATLAB/Simulink.  

Keywords—Electric vehicles, switched reluctance motor, torque 

ripple minimization, torque sharing function. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The switched reluctance machine (SRM) has many merits, 

such as robustness, simple construction, low cost, and no 

permanent magnets [1], [2]. However, its deployment in servo 

applications is restrained due to: firstly, acoustic noise caused 

by radial vibration [3], secondly severe torque ripple (TR) 

during commutation (the transfer of torque production from an 

outgoing phase to an incoming phase) due to the discrete and 

non-linear nature of SRM torque production [4], and thirdly 

non-standard converter bridge configuration [5]. The high 

torque ripple may cause mechanical vibration stresses (possibly 

resulting in mechanical resonance effects) and speed oscillation 

at low speeds, which are undesirable in applications such as the 

electric vehicle (EV) [6], [7]. Many solutions have been 

proposed to alleviate the first two undesirable SRM features [8]. 

Generally, two main approaches are available to reduce TR: 

the machine design approach and the control approach [9]. 

Modifying the machine design is limited to a narrow speed 

range and for rated load conditions. Moreover, changes to the 

basic rotor/stator design result in reduced power output, an 

unacceptable SRM limitation in EVs. As opposed to the 

machine design approach, the control approach is less 

expensive, more effective, and flexible, and can cover a wide 

range of speeds [10]. 

Among different control approaches, torque sharing 

functions (TSFs) reliably reduce the TR generated during 

commutation [11]. In [12], the objective was to optimize linear 

and sinusoidal TSFs to reduce TR along with phase rms current. 

However, saturation was neglected, and analytical expressions 

were required to optimize the process. In [13], the concept of 

maximum rate of change of flux linkage was introduced to 

assess conventional TSFs (linear, sinusoidal, cubic, and 

exponential). It was shown that a low rate of change of flux 

linkage increases the ripple-free speed range. In addition, 

optimal values for turn-on and overlap angles were advised.  

A logical non-linear TSF was proposed in [14], with no 

attention to the maximum rate of change of flux linkage. In [15], 

an online TSF was proposed, where the selection between 

incoming and outgoing phases during commutation is 

determined based on the value of the rate of change of flux 

linkage. Nevertheless, this method requires a PI controller to 

compensate for the error between the reference and estimated 

torque. Also, converting the torque expression to the current 

expression requires an analytical formula.  

An offline TSF was presented in [16], which offers a trade-

off between low rms current and low rate of change of flux 

linkage. The model requires accurate analytical expressions to 

derive the current profiles. A direct instantaneous torque control 

(DITC) based TSF was proposed in [17], which requires fewer 

current sensors. However, the phase current detection accuracy 

is low. Also, circuit modification and two high-frequency pulse 

width modulation (PWM) signals are required for phase current 

extraction.  

A hybrid switching mode (a combination of hard and soft 

switching) was proposed in [18] instead of the hard switching 

mode usually adopted in conventional TSFs.
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However, there was no illustration of this method's maximum 

ripple-free speed range. In [19], an off-line TSF based on SRM 

magnetic characteristics was proposed, where a weighting 

parameter is adjusted to minimize the rms current, while 

ensuring that the rate of change of flux linkage is below the dc 

link voltage, for accurate current tracking. In [20], a TR 

minimization technique based on a non-linear modulating factor 

was proposed for a four-phase, 8/6 SRM, where TR is reduced 

by modifying the incoming phase current. However, the 

proposed technique requires modification to be implemented for 

SRMs with a different number of phases and stator/rotor poles. 

Moreover, the technique is based on mathematical modeling of 

the SRM, which is prone to inaccuracy due to severe SRM non-

linearity. 

In the literature, all TSFs have some salient shortcomings, 

which can be summarized as follows: 

• The dc link voltage is not fully exploited, limiting the 

ripple-free speed range. 

• Hard or hybrid switching is required for accurate 

current tracking, increasing switching losses. 

This paper presents an offline torque control function (TCF, 

as opposed to a TSF, since torque will be controlled by only 

controlling one phase) based on SRM magnetic characteristics. 

The new TR analysis concept is introduced, separating torque 

ripple into two independent parts: phase commutation torque-

ripple and switching (PWM/ hysteresis) torque ripple.  

The merits of the proposed TCF are: 

• The method is suitable for SRMs with any number of 

phases and stator/rotor pole numbers. 

• Maximum utilization of available dc link voltage is 

achieved at turn-on and turn-off, with no switching. 

• The SRM maximum speed range with theoretically 

zero TR (commutation ripple elimination, leaving 

ripple due to PWM switching only) is determined. 

• Soft switching control is deployed (as opposed to hard 

or hybrid switching usually adopted for traditional 

TSFs), reducing switching losses. 

• The proposed TCF requires switching for a period 

equal to the stroke angle instead of the full conduction 

period, reducing switching losses. 

• At any instant (regardless of the number of phases 

conducting simultaneously), only one phase current is 

controlled, hence termed torque control function, TCF.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the 

new off-line TCF with the proposed control technique. 

Section III investigates the maximum torque ripple-free speed 

range achieved at different torque demands using the proposed 

TCF. Simulation results are given in Section IV. Section V 

compares the proposed TCF with conventional TSFs. 

Conclusions form section VI. 

II. PROPOSED OFF-LINE TCF 

The proposed TCF for commutation ripple reduction is 

based on generating a flux linkage profile that fully utilizes the 

available dc link voltage at both turn-on and turn-off. This flux 

profile is transformed into a current profile stored in a look-up 

table (LUT). Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed 

TCF. 

A four-phase, 8/6 SRM, with specifications in Table I, is 

used to demonstrate the proposed TCF. The rotor pole pitch and 

the phase shift for an 8/6 SRM are 60º and 15º, respectively. For 

the SRM under study, the unaligned position is at 300, while the 

aligned position is at 60º (negative torque 0 to 30º, positive 

torque 30º to 60º). All the angles are given in mechanical 

degrees.  

The SRM is driven by a conventional asymmetric half-

bridge with two switches and two diodes per phase, where the 

three possible phase voltages are ±Vdc and 0V. 

 
TABLE I 

SPECIFICATIONS OF SRM (4 KW AT 1500 RPM) 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

No. of motor phases m 4 Rotor outer radius 45 mm 

Stator/rotor poles 𝑁𝑠/𝑁𝑟 8/6 Thickness of rotor yoke 15 mm 

stator pole arc/ pole pitch 0.42 Motor axial length 155 mm 

rotor pole arc/pole pitch 0.35 Length of air gap 1 mm 
Turns per pole N 90 Stator inner radius 46 mm 

DC link voltage 𝑉𝑑𝑐 415 V Stator outer radius 83 mm 

Phase resistance R 0.8 Ω Thickness of stator yoke 12 mm 

Rated current 12.6 A Shaft radius 15 mm 

 

One or two phases (simultaneously) conduct to generate the 

required torque. The conduction period for each phase is limited 

to a maximum of 30º to avoid operation in the negative torque 

production region. Fig. 2 shows the phase torques and total 

torque for an arbitrary conduction period, 15° < {θb - θa} ≤ 30°. 

In regions I and III, two phases overlap and produce 

additively the demand torque. While in region II, only one phase 

produces the required torque. If the conduction period is 30º 

(that is, θa = 30° and θb = 60°), the second region (region II) 

vanishes, and only regions I and III exist. 

 The goal is to generate a phase torque profile, which fully 

utilizes the available dc link voltage and, in so doing, will offer 

the widest zero TR speed range. The phase torque profile will 

be composed of five parts. To illustrate the concept, a numerical 

example is given with θa = 35° and θb = 55°.  

When the incoming phase is at 35°, the full positive dc link 

voltage +Vdc is applied (continuously - no switching) to this 

phase for rapid current, and hence torque, build up, in portion 1. 

(In this case, the incoming phase is termed the master phase). 

Simultaneously, the outgoing phase is at 50° (due to a 15° phase 

shift). The outgoing phase generates the rest of the torque so that 

the torque demand level is reached, portion 2 (in this case, the 

outgoing phase is termed the control phase). Thus, the torque 

profile forming the two portions 1 and 2 are known. 

When angle θx is reached, the outgoing phase takes 

precedence. Hence the outgoing phase becomes the master 

phase, and full negative dc link voltage -Vdc, portion 3, is applied 

(continuously – no switching) for rapid current extinction. 

Simultaneously, the incoming phase becomes the control phase, 

portion 4, supplying the torque deficiency to maintain the torque 

demand. Thus, the torque portions 3 and 4 are known. Finally, 

portion 5, region II, is when only one phase conducts to generate 

the demanded torque.  
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed TCF. 

 

Concatenating the five portions, the phase torque profile is 

obtained. Table II demonstrates this process in the overlap 

region (the single-phase conduction region, portion 5, is 

excluded). 

 
Table II ILLUSTRATION OF PROPOSED TCF DURING OVERLAP 

Phase Angle Voltage 

Incoming 35°→ 35°+θx 35°+θx → 40° Fix (+𝑉𝑑𝑐) Variable 

Outgoing 50°→ 50°+ θx 50°+ θx → 55° Variable Fix (−𝑉𝑑𝑐) 
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the proposed TCF. 
 

The final step is to calculate the value of 𝜃𝑥
0 which 

maximizes the zero TR speed ωn (𝑟𝑝𝑚).  

Equation (1) defines the voltage equation at turn on/off for 

one SRM phase, neglecting phase winding resistance. 
 

±𝑉𝑑𝑐 = 𝑑𝜆
𝑑𝑡⁄  (1) 

 

where λ is the flux linkage. +Vdc is applied (continuously) at 

phase turn-on (portion 1), while -Vdc is applied (continuously) 

at phase turn-off (portion 3). Integrating (1) yields 
 
 

 𝜆𝑓 − 𝜆𝑖 = ±𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑡 (2) 
 

where 𝜆𝑓, 𝜆𝑖 are the final and initial values of flux linkage, 

respectively, and t is time. At phase turn-on, the initial flux 

linkage of the phase winding is zero. Hence the final flux 

linkage is calculated by: 
 

 

(𝜆𝑓)𝑖𝑛 =
+𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝜃𝑥

0 − 𝜃𝑎
0 

6𝜔𝑛

. (3) 

 

At phase turn-off, the flux linkage must decay to zero at the 

aligned position. Hence, the final flux linkage is zero, and the 

initial flux linkage is calculated from 
 

 

 −𝜆𝑖 𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
−𝑉𝑑𝑐 𝜃𝑏

0 − 150 − 𝜃𝑥
0 

6𝜔𝑛

. (4) 

 

Equations (3) and (4) are solved iteratively to calculate 𝜃𝑥
0 and 

𝜔𝑛 ensuring that (5) is satisfied. 
 
 

𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑚 = 𝑇 {(𝜆𝑓)𝑖𝑛 ,  𝜃𝑥 } + 𝑇{ 𝜆𝑖 𝑜𝑢𝑡 ,  15
0 + 𝜃𝑥 } (5) 

 

where 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑚 is the demand torque. For the numerical example 

with a demand torque of 25 Nm, the angle 𝜃𝑥
0 is 36.65°, 𝜔𝑛 is 

355 rpm, (𝜆𝑓 )𝑖𝑛is 0.32 Wb-t and  𝜆𝑖   𝑜𝑢𝑡 is 0.65 Wb-t. The 

developed phase torques for the incoming and outgoing phases 

are 10.35 Nm and 14.65 Nm, respectively, and the rms phase 

current is 11.63 A. 

III. ZERO TR SPEED RANGE OF THE PROPOSED TCF 

This section investigates the maximum torque ripple-free 

speed range achieved at different torque demands using the 

proposed TCF. The maximum speed range with zero TR is 

calculated for 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% full load torque 

(FLT).  
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Fig. 3 SRM performance at FLT and 1065 rpm using proposed TCF (Current source model). 

(a) Flux linkage waveform, (b) Rate of change of flux linkage (voltage demand), (c) Current waveforms, and (d) Torque waveforms. 
 

The maximum conduction period for each phase is 30°. The 

corresponding maximum ripple-free speed at FLT is 1065 rpm. 

SRM performance is illustrated in Fig. 3. The flux linkage 

profile is shown in Fig. 3a, which is linear near the unaligned 

and aligned positions. This is expected as the full dc link 

voltage, either positive or negative, is applied (continuously) on 

the phase winding at turn-on and turn-off, respectively, as 

highlighted in Fig. 3b. The required current profiles are 

demonstrated in Fig. 3c. Finally, torque waveforms are plotted 

in Fig. 3d which shows zero TR operation. 

The maximum speed, rms, and peak currents are calculated 

for different torque demands, namely; 25%, 50%, and 75% 

FLT. The results (including FLT) are summarized in Table III. 

 
Table III TCF PERFORMANCE AT DIFFERENT TORQUE DEMANDS 

𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑚 (% FLT) 100% 75% 50% 25% 

𝜔𝑛 (rpm) 1065 1210 1455 2045 

𝐼𝑟𝑚𝑠 (A) 12.66 10.79 8.75 6.18 

𝐼𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 (A) 29.1 24.8 20 14.25 

 

 The proposed TCF extends the zero TR speed range at 

different torque demands. With an FLT base speed of 1500rpm, 

a zero torque zero ripple FLT at 1065 rpm means that 71% of 

the FLT speed range can be torque ripple free. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In the previous sections, a TCF was proposed, which 

eliminates TR during phase commutation. The results were 

produced using an ideal current source (no semiconductor 

switching), where the source terminal voltage indicates the 

switch state duty cycle. However, when tracking the generated 

current profiles (that produce zero commutation torque ripple) 

with a voltage source converter, another form of TR appears due 

to switching, which produces current ripple (whence torque 

ripple will be termed switching 𝑇𝑅𝑠𝑤, as opposed to 

commutation torque ripple 𝑇𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚).  

This section investigates SRM dynamic performance using 

the proposed TCF, and the effect of voltage switching (current 

ripple) on the generated TR is discussed.  

The current is sampled at 200 kHz, and the hysteresis band 

is 0.3 A (specification parameters well within the bounds of flux 

gate current measurement technology). Results of the proposed 

TCF are presented at FLT and 1065 rpm, as illustrated in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4 SRM performance at FLT and 1065rpm using the proposed TCF. 

(a) Rate of change of flux linkage (voltage demand), (b) Current waveforms, 
and (c) Torque waveforms. 

 

The phase conduction period is 30°. The rate of change of 

flux linkage (voltage demand) is demonstrated in Fig. 4a, along 

with the actual phase voltage.  During turn-on and turn-off, there 

is no switching since the voltage is in either of the continuous 

±Vdc modes. Hence, the switching ripple is zero, and 

advantageously, no switching losses occur. Prior knowledge of 

the required voltage demand allowed using soft switching 

control (0V loops). When the voltage demand is positive, and 

both switches have periods simultaneously on (+Vdc), the 

switches are alternately turned off to alternate the zero-volt 

loops. When the voltage demand is negative, and both switches 

have periods of being simultaneously off (–Vdc), each switch is 

alternately turned on to create alternating zero-volt loops. This 

alternating 0V loop method balances the switching losses, and 

halves switch switching frequency. 

Fig. 4b shows actual and reference phase currents showing 

excellent tracking at the unaligned and aligned positions. 

The phase torques, along with the total developed torque, are 

illustrated in Fig. 4c. A 4% torque ripple 𝑇𝑅𝑠𝑤 due to switching 

is recorded. This is the sole torque ripple here, as the torque 

ripple 𝑇𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚  due to commutation is completely eliminated. 

Given that the Nm/A is high in the switching region, only an 

increase in switching frequency (narrower hysteresis band) can 

reduce the TR. Using a 0.1 A hysteresis band reduces the 

switching 𝑇𝑅𝑠𝑤 from 4% to 2%. 

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN PROPOSED TCF AND 

CONVENTIONAL TSFS 

This section presents a comparison between the proposed 

TCF and conventional TSF. As the Cos TSF method produces 

the best performance (it accounts for the SRM non-linearity as 

opposed to linear TSF), it is taken as a reference for comparison. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5 Comparison of SRM performance at FLT and 1065rpm using the 

proposed TCF against the Cos TSF method. 
(a) Torque waveforms, and (b) Current waveforms. 
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Since the paper aims to investigate the ripple-free speed 

range of the SRM (i.e., minimization of commutation TR), 

therefore, the comparison presented in this section is carried out 

at high switching frequency to attenuate the effect of switching 

TR (which is inevitable in any TR minimization approach), 

leaving only the TR due to commutation. This will highlight the 

advantages of the proposed TCF compared to the conventional 

Cos TSF method. 

Fig. 5 compares the performance of the proposed TCF 

against the Cos TSF at FLT and 1065rpm with 30o conduction 

period (i.e., for Cos TSF turn on is at an unaligned position, 

while turn off is adjusted to result in actual current extinguishing 

at an aligned position), where torque waveforms are 

demonstrated in Fig. 5a showing smooth ripple-free torque 

waveform using the proposed TCF. Conversely, at the same 

speed and FLT, the Cos TSF method produces 20% TR solely 

due to commutation. 

Fig. 5b shows the phase current profiles for both approaches, 

where the proposed TCF produces current values of 12.66A rms 

with 29.1 A peak against 12.61 A rms and 29.5 A peak for the 

Cos TSF method. Results are close and within the current rating 

of the SRM under study. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A new TCF has been proposed and investigated, which 

exploits maximum utilization of the dc link voltage at phase 

turn-on and turn-off. This extends the zero TR speed range 

significantly. This TCF is adaptable to any SRM with any 

number of phases (≥3) and stator/rotor pole number. Only 

magnetic characteristics (either obtained using FEA or 

experimentally) are needed. The SRM maximum speed range 

with theoretically zero TR was determined. The proposed TCF 

is characterized by low switching losses, as switching is 

required only for a conduction period equal to the stroke angle. 

In addition, soft switching is used as opposed to conventional 

TSFs that require either hard or at least hybrid switching. The 

proposed TCF was tested on a four-phase, 8/6 SRM, where 

ripple-free operation was possible up to 71% of the base speed. 

Theoretical results were validated by simulation. 
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